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The demo this month was presented by Lane Phillips. Lane
showed his techniques for turning bowls and using the perfect
curve of the Nautilus shell as a template to achieve the most
pleasing design .
Below is Lane roughing the blank of Japanese yew.

Removing rocks and debris
embedded in root ball

Lane's freehand style of
sharpening

Lane explaining the design feature
of continuing the curve to the
bottom of the bowl

Checking bowl curve against
his template of the Nautilus
shell curve

"
Show & Tell

Above left is Steve Ashworth with another beautiful , 38" diameter , lazy susan platter, above right is
Ken Kofoed showing a large birdhouse with segmented feature ring. Ken also showed two Metlitsky
style bowls and two solid bowls using the Metlitsky style as accent to the top rings. See close up
section below.

Above left is Don Griffiths with a intricately colored, beaded platter. the platter was
originally to be the first place trophy for the first part of the Tour of Utah , 2020. The route
for the race has been changed and will not be happening in southern Utah.Above right is
Don showing a shallow platter of highly figured maple

Show & Tell

Show & Tell
Below left is Brent Ross with one of many small lidded boxes. Below right is Reiner Jakel
with a large bowl of black walnut.

Above left is Leon Olson showing "gilded" hanging ornaments. Above right is Ken Ragsdale with a
natural edge juniper bowl of southwest design, enhanced with lacing around rim and hanging
baubles
Below left is Jack Gunn with a bowl turned from sycamore, Jack also showed a tall , narrow vase of
aspen and cherry with segmented feature ring

Show & Tell

Show & Tell
Below left is Will Arcularius showing two small bowls of recently harvested apple and tamarisk.
Below right is Jim Pope with a shallow wide rimmed bowl of maple with laser cut, heart shaped
inserts of redheart.

Left is Kevin Truman with open segmented vase of
maple and walnut, Kevin also presented small platters
with laser engraving of multiple designs. see closeup
section below.

Right is Kevin Luthy with a small lidded box
turned from poplar

Show and Tell
Right is Eric Walker showing a small lidded
box , also a multi species shallow bowl

Left is Pete Kaup with a narrow hollow form
turned from catalpa

No show and tell photos available for
Grant Johnson (small lidded box with engraved lid)
and Bill Vincent ( small natural edge bowl)
See closeup section for gallery photos.

GALLERY
Below are some close up pictures of this months Show and Tell in order of showings.
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The Splendor that is Southern Utah

Above is the photo of
"Why We Live in Southern Utah"

View of Zion National Park form the Chinle Trail, in the southwest section of the park.
Photo by Glenn Pearson

February , 2020 Attendance
Members :
. WILL ARCULARIUS, STEVE ASHWORTH, ROGER BENDER, KARL BRADSHAW, MATTHEW CARLING,
ERNIE DAIGLE, LARRY EVANS, DON GRIFFITHS, JACK GUNN, RINER JAKEL, GRANT JOHNSON,
JERRY KELLER, KEN KOFOED, PETE KAUP, EVAN LEWIS, KEVIN LUTHY, GEORGE MASON, KOLLIN
McMULLIN, KARL McMULLIN, LEON OLSON, GLENN PEARSON, JIM POPE, KEN RAGSDALE, BRENT
ROSS, BRUCE SHARP,DON SMITH, JOHN SPEVAK, DEL TANNER, KEVIN TRUMAN, JACK TWELVES,
BILL VINCENT, ERIC WALKER, TED WARREN, GARY WILCKEN, DON WILSON.
Guests --VERNILE PRINCE, TERRY WILKBECK / Students--JONAS CARLING

The 2019 Turning Demos by Month
January: Lidded Box
April:

May:

February: Lane Phillips

March: Hand threading

June:

July: No Meeting
October: November:

August:

September:

December: Christmas Party

Note: The Challenge of the month will be the previous month's demo.

Tips and Tricks

Tips and Tricks
Lathe Tools
As a machinist I learned quickly that I had to decide what I could justify spending on tools. When you are shopping for lathe
tools you have to decide what you are willing to spend. The price of a new 1/2 inch bowl gouge made with HSS, High Speed
Steel, starts at about $25 and goes to well over $100.
There are issues to consider when deciding how much you can justify spending. If you are trying to turn something for the very
first time do you get your most expensive piece of wood to learn on? Probably not. There is a learning curve with sharpening
tools as well. I have listened to several professional woodturners tell me how to grind tools. What grind is best? Ask ten
different turners and you will get fifteen different answers for any given tool. The only way to find out is to try the various
grinds to see how they work for you. I learned to sharpen with Penn State Industries tools and then bought Thompson tools.
When you are looking for tools to buy, be certain you are comparing apples to apples, not apples to oranges. On page three of
the Craftsupply USA catalog it explains how sizes are listed by various tool manufacturers. Some tools are listed by the blank
diameter and some are listed by the distance across the flutes. It also discusses tool steels used for making lathe tools and
methods of tempering. You need to pay attention to flute length. A six-inch flute has less steel than an eight-inch flute. Some
tools come with a handle and some do not. All have an impact on the price of a tool. Sets of tools often have one or more too ls
you will never use. I have not mentioned carbide insert tools which can be effective. The long-term cost and limitations on
types of cuts that can be made compared with HSS tools has kept me from using them. Mike Hunter, of Hunter tools, would
challenge that choice.
In the AAW Journal there have been a number of articles on lathe tools. One article, “Putting the Steel to the Test” by Alan
Lacer 2008 Summer 23.2: 52-54, compares the steel in different brands of lathe tools with destructive testing in a metal
analysis laboratory. If your choice of tools depends on hardness, usually the Rockwell C scale value, the article shows that
hardness value is not determined by price.
Types of HSS tool steels used to make lathe tools are usually M2, M42 and various HSS powdered metal alloys. The alloy
materials in powdered metal HSS and M42 HSS are exact and consistent as is M2 from England. M2 HSS from China is simply
not consistent in either alloy materials or heat treating. If you are going to spend the money for powdered metal HSS or M42
HSS you also need to spend the money for CBN grinding wheels to get the tools as sharp as they can be.
Robust Tools is now making M2 lathe tools that are Nitride “treated” which creates a surface with a hardness of 75 on the
Rockwell C scale and keeps the surface clean as you cut. It sounds promising. They can be sharpened effectively with aluminum
oxide grinding wheels.
For some of my favorite tools I bought M2 HSS blanks ready to use and made my own tools. I love my 3/8 by 3/8 parting tool,
my 1/4 inch diameter diamond point tool and my 1/4 inch diameter parting tool.
If you have an opportunity to attend a woodturning symposium be prepared to buy from the vendors at the symposium. I have
been able to buy tools at symposiums that I would not have bought otherwise.
Match the size of the tool with the power of your lathe motor, not the tool you saw a professional woodturner use in a DVD.
Few of us have lathes with the power of the lathes professionals use. When you watch professionals turn, you see them
effortlessly cut massive amounts of wood. If you want to be frustrated, buy the tools they are using. All you are going to do is
stall your motor by overloading it.
I have met woodturners that have a small selection of inexpensive tools and I have met woodturners that have expensive tools
with every tool you can find to buy. Both have produced incredible turnings. It is not the tools that produce beautiful turni ngs,
it is talented woodturners.
The following is a partial list of lathe tool suppliers in alphabetical order. If you see a tool in a catalog and you want to know
more about it, go to the website of the manufacturer. Catalogs may not have all the information you want. Thompson Tools are
sold on their website and at symposiums. Penn State Industries tools are sold on their website, in their store near Philadelp hia
and by their catalog.
Craftsupply USA
woodturnerscatalog.com
Packard Woodworks
packardwoodworks.com
Penn State Industries
pennstateind.com
Rockler
rockler.com
Thompson Lathe Tools
tompsonlathetools.com
Woodcraft
woodcraft.com

If you have questions regarding "Tips & Tricks" e-mail me at leonolson@aol.com

Leon Olson
President's Message & Club Info

President's Message & Club Info
Good Morning America and members of the Southern Utah Woodturners,
As we head into our 11th year I had some time to step back and evaluate what we have accomplished and the
direction we are heading. No one could have convinced me that we would have donated more than $30,000 to our
local hospital, that we would have two lasers operating for enhancing out projects, have completed our first
internet demonstration nor we would have a club workshop for training and speciality tools for the less frequented
projects. Much of the success we have had comes from the quiet leadership of Grant Johnson. The laser, the
Hollowing Tool and the general engineering of his projects have had a great impact on our club. Grant has also set
the standard for attendance 100% of all meetings for 10 yrs.

There are also the main group of officers, Jerry Keller(VP 8 years), Jim Pope (secretary 10 yrs), Steve Ashworth
(Treasurer 10 yrs), George Mason (web Site manager 9 yrs)) and Barry Gray (President 2 years) that have always had
the club fore front in their minds. Just in the last two weeks we have brought in close to a cord of apricot and pecan
that is specifically for the members. Don’t think you will find many other clubs that supply the members with wood.
This club could not operate without this core of folks.
There is another group that we hardly notice but are always there to assist and I know that I will miss someone but
here goes: Glenn Pearson, Caleb Williams, Todd Thorley, Neal Carter, Roger Bender, Brent Arnold, Leon Olson, Pete
Kaup, Bill Vincent, Jack Gunn, Gary Wilcken and Ken Ragsdale.
Next time you see these guys give them a thank you or a fist bump or ………. what the heck a hh … a hu …. hu ……..
how about a hearty handshake.
See ya in the workshop,

Will
da Prez

Dedicated to promoting woodturning in Southern Utah through
educational demos, classes, & fellowship between members
"Learning Through Turning"

Turn Often & Turn Safe
Meeting the 2nd Saturday of each month at:
Cedar High School Wood Shop
703 West 600 South
Cedar City, Utah
Visit our web page at:
http://southernutahwoodturners.com/

Club Sponsors:

